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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Globally, public health emergencies related to infectious disease have been increasing in
frequency over the past 15 years. This upward trend will likely continue. International Health
Specialists and other global health practitioners must capture lessons learned from our global
health engagement activities. These lessons learned enable us to refine our tactics, techniques,
and procedures and further improve our capability to prevent, detect, and respond to infectious
disease outbreaks—one of the priority actions outlined in the U.S. National Security Strategy.
The U.S. Global Health Security Strategy also calls on Department of Defense to facilitate capacitybuilding engagements to achieve global health security goals. In our role as IHS, we can lead and
shape enduring programs, with our partner-nation counterparts, to strengthen global health
capacities and increase support for global health security. This newsletter samples innovative and
ongoing efforts AF IHS are conducting through security cooperation to be resilient against global
health threats. These efforts provide our medics with critical deployment skills, experience
working in austere environments, and comprehensive knowledge of health protection measures—
key aspects to maintain our force health and operational readiness.
WESLEY D. PALMER, Colonel, USAF, MC, FS
Director, International Health Specialist Program

SPOTLIGHT: AFSOUTH IHS TEAM

A look into the future: Embedded Health Engagement Teams
International Health Specialists from the 12th Air Force are piloting a new global health
engagement model to improve health and readiness for U.S. military forces and partner nations.
Under the Embedded Health Engagement Team model, U.S. medical forces embed in partner
nation medical facilities. These teams are made up of small groups of U.S. military medical
personnel who work beside partner nation counterparts for extended periods of time. These
teams have a low cost, small footprint, and high return on investment, especially for readiness of
U.S. military medical staff.
Embedded Health Engagement Teams are different from traditional global health engagement
models. Traditional models are often large, one-time events such as humanitarian assistance
missions. Instead, Embedded Health Engagement Teams operate within the host nation medical
system over a longer period of time, providing more mutual benefit.
“These engagements can contribute to the host nation’s health system plans and goals while also
providing more realistic experience for U.S. military personnel to be trained and ready to operate
within foreign environments,” said Col. Edwin Burkett, Defense Institute for Medical Operations
director. “The goal is to use many small, synchronized health

Embedded Health Engagement Teams are multidisciplinary with a mix of medical specialties
tailored to meet targeted strategic objectives of both nations. Team members also have
geopolitical and cultural competence. This enables teams to better develop trust, foster knowledge
exchange, and establish stronger interoperability with their partner nation counterparts.
“This new blueprint could enhance global health engagements as an agile and strategic tool that
combatant commanders can leverage to achieve security cooperation goals," said Burkett.
"We designed the project to obtain quantitative and qualitative measurable data so that we could
validate and then refine the embedded team concept,” Burkett explained. "We want to document
the utility of Embedded Health Engagement Teams to prove their value for full implementation as
a premier operational capability.”
Lt. Col. Brian Neese, a student at The Eisenhower School for National Security and Resource at the
National Defense University, who worked alongside Burkett in piloting the Embedded Heath
Engagement Team concept, sees immense potential with this program as they continue to pilot
the program.
"We want to see this training platform applied by International Health Specialist teams around the
world, enabling training and security cooperation gains that make demonstrable, sustainable
impacts in our partner nations.” Neese said.

CAREER BROADENING, EDUCATION, & TRAINING
IHS and LEAP in Motion
Language-Enabled Airmen Program, or LEAP, administered by Air Force Culture and Language
Center, develops and sustains Airmen with foreign language skills and cross-cultural acumen.
As internationally-operable Airmen supporting Air Force missions across the globe, we must
continually sharpen language and regional skills to meaningfully engage with U.S. allies &
partners. For medics, LEAP not only offers opportunities to keep foreign language skills fresh,
but it can also help medics to gain health-related security cooperation experience—one of the
requirements to obtain the IHS special experience identifier or SEI. Medical Airmen with the
LEAP SEI should seek opportunity to immerse in a partner nation’s healthcare environment
when participating in LEAP’s immersion activity. This enables members to have experience

working in a medical security cooperation setting and potentially fulfill IHS SEI criteria.
Conversely, medical Airmen with the IHS SEI should also seek to obtain the LEAP SEI. It is a winwin personally and professionally: to sustain language and regional skills and for the AF to
maintain the necessary ready force to fly, fight, and win in complex, dynamic environments. Go
here to learn more about LEAP requirements and application timeline. The next IHS SEI
application package is due 1 May 2020. Click here (CAC login required) for details.

IN THE NEWS
COPE NORTH 2020: Multinational
medics, civilian first responders
‘save lives’

U.S. Air Force medics transport a patient onto an
ambulance bus for continued care during COPE NORTH
2020, at Andersen Air Force Base, Guam.

When lives are on the line, there is no margin for
error–and for a group of multinational medics and
first responders, their razor-thin lifesaving
operations were put to the test during a COPE
NORTH 2020 joint, mass casualty field training
exercise on the islands of Rota and Guam, Feb. 20,
2020. Together, the United States Air Force and
Navy, Japan Air Self-Defense Force, and Royal
Australian air force raced against the clock in a
realistic exercise scenario to save 24 patients from
a bus rollover. [USAF]

Two new African countries take on
TCCC training role in FLINTLOCK 20

Forces Armées Tchadiennes soldiers train in tactical
combat casualty care from their Sénégalese trainers near
Kaedi, Mauritania, Feb. 19, 2020.

During FLINTLOCK 2019, Chad provided Tactical
Combat Casualty Care training marking the first
time in the history of the exercise that Africans
independently trained Africans. This year, Morocco
and Senegal also took on training roles
demonstrating the value of Africa Command's
premier and largest annual Special Operations
Forces exercise designed to increase partner
nations’ capabilities and strengthen country-tocountry relationships. [AFRICOM]

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
COVID-19 discussed during 52nd MDG table-top exercise [AFMS]

Cobra Gold 20: Humanitarian assistance and disaster response exercise
underway [INDOPACOM]
USAF Surgeon General briefs Congress on value of military medicine [AFMS]
USU: 200 new doctors, advanced practice nurses to join military ranks
early amid the global coronavirus pandemic [The Pulse]
Humanitarian aid training: preparing for when disaster strikes [AFRICOM]

DoD makes plans to combat coronavirus [INDOPACOM]
USAF medics maintain proficiency through practice, persistence &
partnerships [AFMS]

IHS CORE COMPETENCY CORNER
Read about the other IHS competencies here.

Foreign Language Proficiency
Demonstrate and maintain bilingual/multilingual aptitude and proficiency. The competency
offers significant advantages to overall cross-cultural aptitude, in addition to direct
communication in countries that speak the specific language. In the international arena, the
competency supports any global contingency requiring personnel to communicate with our
allies, partners, and the local populations, as well as with our adversaries to mitigate threats.
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